Delivery Coaches
World Rowing Coastal Sculling

Role Title

Delivery Coaches (World Rowing Coastal Sculling)

Point of Contact

Head Performance Talent

Location

England

Introduction
With the World Rowing Coastal Championships and World Rowing Beach Sprint Finals taking
place at Saundersfoot Beach, Wales in 2022 British Rowing is renewing its commitment to
supporting and developing the growing coastal sculling community.
To increase participation and expand the World Rowing Coastal Sculling format we are looking
for coaches to deliver activity around England.

Purpose
The position will showcase the growing World Rowing Coastal Sculling format by offering
opportunities to take part at venues around Great Britain.
This will be in the form of both “Community Beach Days” and informal “Beach Sprint Events”.

Responsibilities
•
•
•
•

Support the development of Beach Sprint rowing.
Coordinate & deliver targeted regional “Community Beach Days” and where appropriate
“Beach Sprint Events”.
Identify rowers with performance potential.
Provide British Rowing with course information and contact details.

Person Specification
Essential:
•
•
•
•
•

Able to communicate effectively, inspire and enable.
Knowledgeable in World Rowing Coastal Disciplines.
Knowledgeable regarding marine conditions.
Knowledge of operating on the sea in small craft
Ability to write and complete a full written risk assessment.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Ability to maintain databases of names rowers and relevant personal information in line
with GDPR regulations.
A full and clean driving licence, ability to tow a trailer is desirable.
Current or willing to attend First Aid Training.
Current or willing to attend Safeguarding and Protecting Children Children/Adults at Risk
training.
Current or will be expected to complete a DBS documentation as obtained through
British Rowing.
Completed or willing to complete British Rowing Risk Assessment training.

Desirable:
•
•

Access to and/or ability to transport World Rowing Coastal Equipment.
Experience of rowing or coaching at events that have been run under British Rowing or
World Rowing Endurance or Beach Sprint format rules

British Rowing Contribution
If accepted, we will franchise out this model to you giving you the opportunity to run kite marked
British Rowing Community Beach Days. We will support you by giving you:
•
•
•
•
•

British Rowing Delivery Coach Training.
Event Organisers training.
Guides and toolkits to be able to plan days and events.
British Rowing Coastal Sculling Delivery Coach Kite Mark.
Delivery Coach Coastal Sculling Forum

Time Scale
Reviewed October 2022

Additional Information:
Anti-Doping The post-holder is expected to be fully conversant with the core
requirements of the WADA Anti-Doping Code and its requirement on coaches and Team
Support personnel to set a good personal example in this field. When directly working
with athletes the post-holder has a responsibility to inform them appropriately of the
Code’s application to them and to influence them in following a ‘drug-free’ culture.
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Scope The post-holder is jointly responsible for maximising all coaches and rowers’
potential. Successful impact will produce motivated rowers, a strong ETP pipeline and
secure funding for British Rowing programmes.
Hours The post-holder’s hours will be flexible to reflect the needs of the role and, while
maintaining an appropriate work/life balance, will include time in evenings, at weekends
and over public holidays.
British Rowing is a membership organisation with 30,000+ members, funded partly by the
exchequer and by the National Lottery via Sport England and UK Sport. The organisation is
responsible for the training and selection of individual rowers and crews representing Great
Britain, and for the development and participation of rowing and indoor rowing in England.
Rowing is one of the most successful British Olympic sports of all time delivering 26 Olympic and
Paralympic medals since Sydney 2000. We are committed to ensuring that the sport continues
to thrive from the grass roots right up to winning medals at the Olympic Games.
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